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The Leader’s Brain
Michael L. Platt, Wharton: a pioneering neuroscientist explores how our brain science can transform how we think about leadership, team-building, decision-making, innovation, marketing, and more; $18.99.

The Great American Housing Bubble: What Went Wrong and How We Can Protect Ourselves in the Future
Adam J. Levitin, Wharton; a definitive account of the mid-2000s financial recession, explaining the shift in mortgage financing to “private-label securitization” by Wall Street banks; $45.

In the Dream House: A Memoir: Carmen Maria Machado, SAS; an en- trance, goods, and wildlife in- novative account of a relationship, desire, and a bold dissection of the anxieties and cultural representations of psychological abuse; $19.95.

Stop Missing Your Life: How to Be the Best Parent on the Un- known World of Cory Mas- crea, SAS; a journey into the heart of what is required for real change, $27.95, starting with how to be happier; $24.99.

The Unicorn’s Shadow: Combating the Dangerous Myths that unmanned and robots; $19.99.
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